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Presentation Notes
I am Andy Waddell, Head of Infrastructure Services within Glasgow City Council. In amongst my other responsibilities, I manage a team that delivers sustainable transport projects including bus infrastructure and priority, public realm, electric vehicle charging points and of course cycling. Within this presentation I will try to outline some of the key projects and innovations that have been implemented in Glasgow to promote cycling  and demonstrate that cycling in Glasgow is on the up. 



Glasgow’s Strategic Plan for 
Cycling 2016-2025

Policy
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Pre 2010, our cycling policy was contained in our LTS ‘Keeping Glasgow Moving’. It was recognised, however, that a more comprehensive statement about the Council’s intentions and actions regarding cycling was required. In 2010 Glasgow’s Strategic Plan for Cycling was published. It was always foreseen as a working document, not one which would be particularly glamorous with graphics, etc. and would be updated on an annual basis. Being led by Glasgow Life and facilitated by British Cycling,  the document was intended to be inclusive and cover transport, leisure and sport cycling.The Strategic Plan for Cycling 2010-2020 focussed heavily on seizing opportunities offered by Glasgow’s hosting of the Commonwealth Games in 2014. By 2015, it was clear that a mid-term review would be beneficial to plan for the forth-coming years and re-prioritise accordingly.Consultation was carried out for an updated Strategy Plan, covering the period 2016 – 2025. It was clear that there was huge support to see cycling promoted.



…to create a vibrant Cycling City 
where cycling is accessible, 

safe and attractive to all.

Vision
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New Vision (2016-2025):…to create a vibrant Cycling City where cycling is accessible, safe and attractive to all.(A vision where cycling is inclusive to everyone) 



British Cycling
Cycling Scotland

Cycling UK
Freewheel North

Glasgow Bike Station
Glasgow Centre for Population Health

Glasgow Life
NHS

Scottish Cycling
Scottish Government

South West Community Cycles
SPT

GoBike
Sustrans

Partners
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The Council works with a range of partner at a local, regional and national level.



Policy & Planning 

Sport & Leisure

Transport & Safety

Health & Wellbeing

Network Overview
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The Strategic Plan for Cycling 2016-2025 was developed through extensive consultation with stakeholders and the public, including input to desired cycle routes.The document focuses on:- Policy and Planning- Sport & Leisure- Transport and Safety- Health and WellbeingThe strategy covers a lot of aspects but as a focus of this presentation we will focus on the Infrastructure.As part of the Network we are creating the city ways which create a number of routes combining; City deal projects such as ‘The City Avenues’ including Sauchiehall Street and the waterfront.High quality segregated routes, QuietwaysOff road routes such as the Kelvin and Canal



‘City Way’ Programme
Infrastructure
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Glasgow’s City Ways are those routes that radiate to/from the City Centre.A network of high quality cycle corridors on key routes.These key cycle routes that have business, cultural, educational and residential destinations along and in close proximity to them. They are characterised by constructed features such as segregated cycle lanes and link into the wider cycle network to provide greater cycle access to all aspects of our city. Surveys reveal that the non-cycling public do not want to cycle in traffic hence segregated cycle tracks are being installed to influence use.



South West City Way
Infrastructure
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2km route from Pollokshields to the City Centre.Mainly positive feedback from people who regularly cylcle and new users.2 way segregated cycle track.Cost £1m.980 users a day (recent count). Whilst not anywhere near London figures this is a highly positive number due to the route not existing for cyclists before construction. From almost 0 to 1000 in 2 years.



Infrastructure
West City Way
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Initially funded with help from Sustrans’ ‘Connect2’ programme.Kelvingrove Park into the City Centre.Predominantly 2 way segregated cycle track, with extensive bridge across the M8.



Innovation
Infrastructure

Diagonal crossings Footrest/ hand-hold Low level lightsCycle early release
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Ask the public on each innovation ‘Would you like more of these?’  YES/NODiagonal Crossings creating a single phase 	                 YES/NOHand holds and foot rests are new features.	                YES/NO		Cycle early release – This gives on road cycles a 6 second head start before motorised traffic. YES/NOLow Level Lights YES/NOAlongside innovation it is important to remember the basics Wayfinding signage.



Minor Works

Before After
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All infrastructure does not have to be big.  Small changes through minor works can make a difference. Whether it is dropped kerbsStopped up roadsCycle parking (which we are installing a minimum of 100 per year) At strategic locations such as transport hubs shopping centres and cultural attractionsImproved signageImproved sightlinesA slight change can make a difference in accessibility for people who cycle. For example, in this slide,  making a stopped up street accessible for bikes(note: bollards 1.5m apart) 
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The Council regularly spends over £2m per year on cycling and has been doing so since 2008In 2016 £6m was approved over 3 years.Money from City Deal used on cycling projects (Avenues, Waterfront Strategy)Does not include City Deal Spend on Cycling, Doubling of Active Travel Budget, SNP Manifesto Pledge (10% of transport Budget)Money from successful bids (£3m for South City Way & £7m for Woodside mini-Holland) will be matched creating £20m over 4 yearsGraph Spend based on:16/17 £2m SCW, £3m Community Links matched ,17/18 £2m SCW, £3m Community Links matched, 500,000 WMH18/19 £2m SCW, £6m WMH, £2-3m Community Links matched 19/20  £6.5m WMH £2-3m Community Links matched



Prioritising Projects via “Big Data”
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Effective identification of where campaigns, projects and infrastructure can have maximum effect is lead by the use of data.By combining existing sources and collecting additional information we are able to plan projects so that they provide best value and are delivered where they will succeed.  Examples of this is the Census, Accident data,  European Cycle Challenge (and Strava?) to anticipate uptake for cycle routes, identifying places that people will wish to travel to (trip generators) to decide on effective routes and using collected GPS data to identify existing demand.Possible Question regarding Data: Why are you not using Strava data?We use a range of data as said including Strava as well as the European Cycling Challenge Data. We cannot rely on one source.  We have used multiple use including traffic counts.A case study for example - Strava says more people travel by bike on Pollockshaws Road verses nearby Victoria Road. European Cycle Challenge Data Shows the opposite. So who is right?A manual traffic count of cyclists was undertaken to determine which is the busiest street for cyclists and found that Victoria Road has a higher use.  



Sighthill TRA
Regeneration
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Sighthill is an exiting regeneration programme that allows a blank canvas for infrastructure led development. A network of segregated cycle routes, or off road cycle routes.A new active travel bridge across the M8.Urban Mountain Bike ‘ pump’ park.Funding for routes to Sighthill being sought.



Placemaking ‘Avenues’
Infrastructure
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City Deal is a partnership between the UK Government, Scottish Government and the City Council.Much of this funding is being used to improve street environments, including better cycling and walking facilities.



Community Links + Winner 2016
South City Way
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Two Glasgow projects will now be delivered as part of the Community Plus competition. South City WayThe winner of the inaugural 2015-16 competition was GCC’s ‘South City Way’ project. Once complete, the route will run from Queen's Park, along Victoria Road, to the Merchant City district, improving facilities for those on foot, and creating a 3km segregated cycleway from the densely-populated Southside of Glasgow into the city centre. The project will give the city one of the most cohesive, high-quality urban cycle networks in the UK. GCC was awarded £3,250,000, which is match-funded to create a total project fund of £6,500,000.Progress: First Contract about to be awarded (of 5 contracts) first phase from Queens Park to Queens Park Station.



Community Links + Winner 2017
Woodside Mini-Holland
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Woodside Mini HollandIn late September Glasgow City Council was successful in the Community Links Plus competition for the second time. The ‘Woodside mini-Holland’ proposal takes inspiration from transport infrastructure in the Netherlands and proposes to deliver an exemplar cycle friendly neighbourhood in the Woodside community. The project would include a segregated cycle route along St George’s Road from Charing Cross to Possil Road, Garscube Road and Woodlands RoadThis project will join up to two City Deal Projects and TRAs Sauchiehall Street 'Avenue' cycleway ‘Underline’ projectPort Dundas TRASighthill TRA



Hearts and Minds 
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Infrastructure is the core to encouraging to encouraging cycling, but behaviour change and awareness is needed to gain hearts and minds. 



People MACH Glasgow
NextBike

500 Bikes
53 Stations

475 Hires a day
350,00 Hires 

16,170 Registrations to 
date

Mass Automated Cycle Hire
MACH 
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Current MACH ContractScheme launched June 2014,  initial 3 year contract (options to extend by 2 x 12 month periods).Scheme consists of 500 bikes distributed among 53 city wide MACH Stations.The scheme locations improve the interchange between our subway, rail and bus stations and also extends the range of access to key destinations and trip attractors within Glasgow.The people of Glasgow and surrounding areas have really embraced our cycle hire scheme, based on usage figures.  The MACH bikes are being seen in use all over the city and are very popular also with commuters, students, businesses and visitors. There are approx 475 hires per day and to date there have been just over 350,000 Rentals and 16,170 registrations since launch.New MACH Contract 7 year contract awarded Feb 2017 with further options to extend by two 12 month periods.  Live launch targeted Sept 2017.New Contract will approx double the scheme to 900 bikes over 100 MACH Stations – over the initial 7 year contract.The ‘People Make Glasgow’ branding will change to a Flagship sponsor, which will be in accordance with current advertising Standards and Scottish Government guidelines.Good News – Nextbike have retained the services of Social Enterprise charity the Glasgow Bike Station to operate & maintain the new scheme, creating further new jobs (2 at moment)..BenefitsMultiple locations,         Can leave any location and get public transport in adverse weather.No maintenance needed for the subscriberNo insurance needed or no worries about bike getting stolen.



Behaviour Change Campaigns
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Ongoing travel behaviour change campaigns encourage more active and sustainable travel. Latest household survey indicates that almost half the population of Glasgow, 300,000, would consider changing to more active travel.These campaigns are designed to focus on those groups that are more open to change or establishing sustainable travel patterns.Groups are: Students via engagement with universities, Car drivers through advertising and on/off street parking ticket campaigns, This has included engagement with Glasgow universities and businesses. High visibility public facing campaigns have embraced innovative and eye catching delivery of the active/sustainable transport message and have featured bus and taxi wraps with messages that key into health cost and environmental messages and challenge perceptions such as how long journeys take. �Travel data has helped target specific routes and inform the focus of the travel behaviour campaign.Promotional leaflets and goodies available at our stand.



Community Engagement 
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Community Consultation on projects are becoming more important, especially in the early stages of projects. Consultations are held online (usually for a 4 week period) with many of the events being drop in events to meet project officers. These are advertised in social media and press, public buildings, Health centres and letter drops. Involvement in the design process can bring benefits (but can also increase project times and compromises to designs to suit whilst staying inside legal requirements and trying to address conflicting viewpoints).Bike week events often include the erection of a marque in one of Glasgow’s pedestrianised streets.Do we need more consultation? YES/NO.  



Photo credit : British Cycling

Promotion
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Mass Participation RidesMany events are held in Glasgow, with streets closed down for the larger onesShould we Hold more Traffic Free Days?  YES/NO  Less? YES/NODo we need an event to hold these traffic free days such as ‘pedal for Scotland’  and ‘HSBC Ride’? YES/NO



Modal split comparison



Monitoring
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Number of people who cycle in and out of the city increased by over 220% since 2007  (i.e.2007 to 2016)6% of people in Glasgow usually or regularly travel to work by bike (2014)Growth of cycling mode as transport  at 69% between 2001 – 2011 (Census info)23% of Households have access to a bike.Soon Glasgow will implement an automatic count around the city centre to record cycle activity in and out. Are we on the right track? YES/NO



Thank You
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